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Overnight Estero Boulevard work to start
Improvements to be made after powerboat races and before the holidays
Fort Myers, FL, Oct. 14, 2019 – A contractor for the Lee County Department of Transportation will conduct
overnight work with intermittent lane closures on Estero Boulevard from the base of the Matanzas Pass
Bridge to Avenue C on the evenings of Sunday, Oct. 27, and Monday, Oct. 28.
The work will happen between 7 p.m. to 6 a.m. and will include milling and resurfacing the road. Flaggers
will be present and signs will be posted. The work was scheduled so it came after the ROAR Offshore
Powerboat Races and before the holidays.
After the resurfacing is completed, the contractor will work overnight from 7 p.m. to 6 a.m. on the stretch of
Estero Boulevard from Avenue C to the area near Lovers Lane. This work will begin the evening of Tuesday,
Oct. 29, and continue intermittently for 10 to 12 nights. Work will include adjusting manholes and valves.
Temporary nighttime lane closures are possible, but work will be handled so traffic can flow using lane shifts
and flaggers. Signage will be in place.
For additional information on Estero Boulevard, visit http://refreshfmbeach.com/
-30-

Additional media contact: Kaye Molnar, (239) 337-1071, kmolnar@cella.cc.
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